Do you want to participate in one of the fastest growing categories in the market? Then, let’s talk about kids apparel. The BELLA+CANVAS Kid’s collection has doubled in sales for the past two years across a variety of demographics—schools, camps, retail, tourism, and sports to name a few.

SHOP ALL KIDS
OUR KIDS COLLECTION

BELLA+CANVAS offers cohesive campaign styles to the youth premium fashion category.

ALWAYS ON-TREND
We were the first to introduce on-trend fabric, colors, and styles to a kids collection.

PREMIUM QUALITY
Kids want the same soft, comfortable, and durable garments that you do.
TOP BELLA+CANVAS PICKS

3719Y Youth Sponge Fleece Pullover Hoodie In Military Green

3501Y Youth Jersey Long Sleeve Tee In Heather Mustard

3413Y Youth Triblend Short Sleeve Tee In Orange Triblend

3739Y Youth Sponge Fleece Full-Zip Hoodie In Heather Forest

8800Y Youth Flowy Racerback Tank In Athletic Heather

3001Y Youth Short Sleeve Tee In Heather Dusty Blue
BELLA+CANVAS is the only brand to offer premium fashion products in Kid’s sizes. We ask: why would you dress your kids in something you wouldn’t wear?